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Fusion Power: A Grand Challenge!  

And	more!	



Experiments to explore fusion concepts  

•  Experiments designed to explore the various challenges encountered 
in fusion research as well as the variety of fields working to 
commercialize fusion energy  

•  JxB motor experiment  
–  Explains Lorentz force, cyclotron motion (separate presentation)  

•  What do modelers do?:  
–  A strong rare-earth magnet will be used to control motion of particles and a 

fluid demonstrating how modelers can find ways to simplify calculations  

•  Heating plasmas with microwaves: 
–  Marshmallows can be used to measure the wavelength of microwaves in your 

household microwave 
–  A household microwave oven can also be used to create plasmas  

•  Materials engineering: 
–  An IR camera can be used to show how special materials will be needed to 

transport heat out of the fusion reactor  
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Electricity is a flexible and popular form of  
energy used around the world. 

40% of  the energy we use is electricity. 
 
 

Electricity is used for transportation (electric trains, 
subways, and cars), space and water heating, lighting, 
and to run machinery, appliances, and electronics. 

 



Electric current is the flow of electrons through the 
wires of a circuit. 

Electric current flows through 
wires much like water flows 
through pipes: 
 

Pump  à  Battery 
Pipes  à  Wires 
Water  à  Electrons 
Pressure à  Voltage 

 

In the 1740s, Ben Franklin invented the terms 
'negative' and 'positive' for electricity. Ben and other 
physicists believed that 
electricity was the flow 
of 'electrical fire'.  Today, 
we know that what flows 
are electrons, which 
have negative charge. 
So Ben is responsible 
for the fact that electric 
current carried by 
negatively charged 
electrons flows in the opposite direction that the 
electrons actually move! 
 

Fun Fact! 



This equation is a form of  
multiplication called a 'vector 
cross-product' that also uses 
trigonometry. 
 
When the electric current I is 
perpendicular to the magnetic 
field B, the force F  is 
perpendicular to I and B. 
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When an electric current flows across a magnetic 
field, it is pushed to the side. 
 
 
 
This force is called the Lorenz force. 



Today, we will build a simple electric motor 
called a "homopolar motor" 
 

 
 
Electric motors are common devices that convert 
electrical energy into mechanical energy. 



Safety First! 

Wear your safety glasses! A good habit to start. 

Wires have sharp ends. Strip insulation and handle with 
care. 

Neodymium magnets are very 
strong! 

Don't pinch skin between two 
magnets or between a magnet 
and a metal object. 

Magnets are not toys! Never swallow or insert a 
magnet into any part of  your 
body. 

Keep magnets out of  reach of  
children. 

Batteries contain electric charge 
that can heat wires, start a fire, 
or burn your skin. 

If  you feel the wire getting hot, 
stop and remove the wire from 
the battery. 



Today, we will build a simple electric motor 
called a "homopolar motor" 
 

 
 
You will need these parts to build your 
electric motor. 

AA battery 

2 LEDs 

Watch 
 battery 

neodymium 
magnet 

~5" of  wire 
stripped on 
both ends 

nail 





Build a Motor – Link to longer video  

h"ps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ux-QGhbjOA0	



Build a Motor - ~$2 per student  



Explain how the motor works…. 



Electric motors and electric generators (dynamos) 
are the same device running in reverse ways. 

An electric motor has current loops inside a magnetic field. 
 
 



Electric motors and electric generators (dynamos) 
are the same device running in reverse ways. 

An electric motor has current loops inside a magnetic field. 
 
 

Put electric 
current 
through the 
loop here… 



Electric motors and electric generators (dynamos) 
are the same device running in reverse ways. 

An electric motor has current loops inside a magnetic field. 
 
 

Put electric 
current 
through the 
loop here… 

…make the 
shaft spin 
here to do 
work 



Electric motors and electric generators (dynamos) 
are the same device running in reverse ways. 

An electric motor has current loops inside a magnetic field. 
 
An electric motor converts electrical energy à mechanical 
energy, such as a drill. 
 

 Put electric 
current 
through the 
loop here… 

…make the 
shaft spin 
here to do 
work 



Electric motors and electric generators (dynamos) 
are the same device running in reverse ways. 

An electric generator has current loops inside a magnetic field. 
 
 



Electric motors and electric generators (dynamos) 
are the same device running in opposite ways. 

An electric generator has current loops inside a magnetic field. 
 
 

Spin the 
shaft here 



Electric motors and electric generators (dynamos) 
are the same device running in opposite ways. 

An electric generator has current loops inside a magnetic field. 
 
 

Get electric 
current 
through the 
loop here… 

Spin the 
shaft here 



Electric motors and electric generators (dynamos) 
are the same device running in opposite ways. 

An electric generator has current loops inside a magnetic field. 
 
An electric generator converts mechanical energy à electrical 
energy. Most power plants work this way! 
 

Get electric 
current 
through the 
loop here… 

Spin the 
shaft here 



Experiment: What do ‘modelers’ do? 

•  Supplies needed:  
–  Black iron oxide (can be found on Amazon.com)  
–  Liquid starch 
–  White glue  
–  Paper plate  
–  Paper towels  

–  Rare-earth magnets  
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Experiment: What do ‘modelers’ do? 

•  A plasma is like a hot gas, but it:  
–  Contains charged particles (electrons and ions)  
–  Can conduct electricity and respond to 

magnetic fields  

  •  The force on each charged 
particle in a plasma can be 
described by an equation: 
–  Force on charged particle depends 

on the magnetic field and the 
electric field 

Magnetic field 

ions 

electrons 

•  Modelers use computers to solve equations to predict what 
the particles will do  
–  Similar to what video game programmers do to make games look 

realistic 

–  Use experiments to compare to modeler’s predictions   
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Experiment: What do ‘modelers’ do? 

•  Particle motion experiment:  
–  Place black iron oxide on plate  
–  Observation: Place magnet 

underneath plate to see how 
individual ‘particles’ respond 
to the magnetic field    

  

•  Following the motion of every particle in a plasma is not 
possible because a fusion plasma has ~ 
1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000 particles!  
–  Computers can’t run that many calculations  
–  Modelers look for simpler ways to explain plasma motion 
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Experiment: What do ‘modelers’ do? 

•  Modelers found a simpler way to describe plasmas: 
  

•  Modelers can describe a plasma 
as a magnetic fluid  
–  Much easier and faster for 

computers to solve these simplified 
equations  

–  Computer simulations match and 
predict plasma motion with this 
magnetohydrodynamic description 

  

Magneto hydro dynamics 

Plasmas can feel 
the force from 
magnetic fields 

Plasmas have Fluid-like Motion 
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Experiment: What do ‘modelers’ do? 

•  Magnetic fluid motion experiment:  
–  Mix 2 tablespoons of black iron oxide with ¼ cup of liquid starch  
–  Pour in ¼ cup of white glue into mixture and stir – keep on stirring! 
–  Take out slime and pat dry with paper towel  
–  A strong rare-earth magnet can be used to move the magnetic 

fluid  
–  Observation: this slime responds to magnetic fields and has a 

fluid-like motion compared to individual black iron oxide particle 
motion  
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Heating plasmas with microwaves 

•  Supplies needed: 
1.  Measure speed of light: 

•  Microwave  
•  Microwave safe dish at least 5-6 inches across 

(bigger is better) 
•  Mini marshmallows  
•  Ruler  
•  Calculator  
 

2.  Plasma experiment: 
•  Microwave 
•  Grapes  

  



Heating plasmas with microwaves 

Ohmic	hea@ng	 Microwave	
	hea@ng	

Neutral	beam	hea@ng	

• Ohmic heating  
•  Resistive heating similar to driving 

current in wire, creates magnetic 
field 

• Neutral beam injection  
•  Energetic, neutral particles can 

cross magnetic fields to reach 
the plasma where they transfer 
energy to plasma via collisions 

• Microwave heating  
•  Uses microwaves to transfer 

energy charged particles 
•  Similar to your microwave at 

home, only 1,000+ times more 
powerful! 

•  External heating required to heat plasmas to millions of degrees to fuse 
charged particles 



This	experiment	

Heating plasmas with microwaves 

Ohmic	hea@ng	 Microwave	
	hea@ng	

Neutral	beam	hea@ng	

• Ohmic heating  
•  Resistive heating similar to driving 

current in wire, creates magnetic 
field 

• Neutral beam injection  
•  Energetic, neutral particles can 

cross magnetic fields to reach 
the plasma where they transfer 
energy to plasma via collisions 

• Microwave heating  
•  Uses microwaves to transfer 

energy charged particles 
•  Similar to your microwave at 

home, only 1,000+ times more 
powerful! 

•  External heating required to heat plasmas to millions of degrees to fuse 
charged particles 



•  Microwave ovens in our house are used to quickly heat food  
•  The oven exposes food to electromagnetic radiation in the 

microwave frequency range 
–  Frequency of 300 Mega Hertz to 300 Giga Hertz  
–  Wavelength of 1 meter to 1 millimeter  

•  Microwaves make polar molecules (water, fat, etc.) in food to 
rotate and produce thermal energy to cook food  
–  Polar molecules have a partial positive charge at one end, a partial 

negative charge at the other end  
–  The charged ends will rotate to try to align themselves with the 

microwaves in your microwave oven and create heat in the process 
–  Called dielectric heating  

 
  
  

Heating plasmas with microwaves: Speed of light 

+	 +	
-	

+	+	
-	



1.  Place 1 layer of mini marshmallows in the dish  
2.  Remove rotating platform from microwave, dish should not rotate  
3.  Put dish in microwave for 10 seconds  
4.  When you remove the dish, you’ll see only certain parts are melted – 

measure the distance between the melted marshmallows with a ruler 
in centimeters  

5.  The distance between melted marshmallows is half the wavelength of 
a microwave 
–  Should measure ~ 6 cm 

6.  Look for the sticker on your microwave that gives you the frequency 
in Hertz (Hz) 

7.  Use the following equation to find the speed of light:  
–  Speed of light = 2 x (distance between melted spots) x (frequency of 

microwave)  
–  Speed of light = 2 x (6 cm) x (2.45x109 s-1)  

8.  Compare your measurement to the actual speed of light: 3.00x1010 
cm/s 

 

 
  
  

Heating plasmas with microwaves: Speed of light 



Heating plasmas with microwaves: Speed of light 

•  Your household microwave uses a 
device called a magnetron to 
produce high power microwaves  
–  Magnetrons are vacuum tubes that 

create electron beams 
–  These electron beams zip passed 

cavities, the cavities resonate and 
emit microwave radiation  

•  In fusion devices, we use 
microwave amplifiers similar to a 
magnetron in your microwave 
oven, but 1,000 times more 
powerful!  
–  These large microwave resonators 

used by fusion experiments are 
called gyrotrons  

 
  
  



•  Household microwaves cause polar molecules (water, fat, etc.) in 
food to rotate and produce thermal energy to cook food  
–  This is called dielectric heating  

•  Scientists use a slightly different method of microwave heating to heat 
plasmas to millions of degrees  
–  Charged particles move in a circular motion around magnetic field lines  
–  This motion is called the ‘cyclotron motion’ and is determined by how 

strong of a magnetic field the particles are in  
•  The stronger the magnetic field, the faster the cyclotron motion/higher the 

frequency   

–  We can choose a microwave frequency to match the frequency of the 
cyclotron motion to heat the charged particles in a plasma  
•  If the microwave frequency matches the cyclotron frequency of the charged 

particle, the charged particle gets a ‘kick’ of energy and start to heat up!  

 
  
  

Heating plasmas with microwaves: Plasma Experiment 

Magne@c
	field	

ions	

electrons	



1.  Take a grape and almost cut it in half – leave a piece a skin between 
the two halves of the grape  

2.  Place grape inside microwave 
3.  Turn on microwave at full power for 10 seconds (do not microwave for 

longer)   
WARNING – Grapes will be very hot when you turn off the microwave. 

 
  
  

Observations:  
•  The electric field of the microwaves 

are concentrated where the two 
grape halves connect 

•  The ions resonate with the electric field 
and ionize the air to form a plasma  

•  The plasma is quickly extinguished 
because there is no way to effectively 
confine plasma in the microwave – 
fusion has no risk of ‘melt down’  

 

 

Heating plasmas with microwaves: Plasma Experiment 

From:	Kha"ak	et.	al.,	PNAS,	Vol.	116,	10	(2019)			



IR Camera 



Plasma	 No	plasma	

An Inside View of the DIII-D Tokamak in San Diego, CA



DIII-D Plasma In Infrared



Fusion- Energy for the Future of Mankind 

Fuel for thousands of years… 
No global warming 

No risk of nuclear accident, No high level nuclear waste 


